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Specification describing an improvement in 
Lasts for Turn Round and Welted Shoes, in 
vented by WILLIAM J. B. MILLs, of the city 
of Philadelphia and State of Pennsylvania. 

This invention is an improvement on my 
application for Letters Patent filed May 31, 
1871, and for which Letters Patent have been 
allowed. 
Theinvention consists in the combination and 

arrangement of an outer shell ahd loose bot 
tom which form the lower part of the last, and 
around the lower edge of which shell, on the 
inside thereof, and at the circumference of the 
bottom, are shoulders, between which a turned 
edge of the shoe-sole is clasped to provide for 
stitching the sole and upper together. The 
bottom and shell have each alongitudinal ver 
tical bisection to admit of the outer and inner 
pieces being withdrawn from each other so as 
to enlarge the space between their clasping 
shoulders for the free admission of the turned 
edge of the shoe-sole, and the closing of the 
same upon said edge to hold the sole secure 
ly upon the last during the stitching of it to 
the upper. 

Figure 1 is a plan view of the bottom part 
of the last, the upper part being left off. Fig. 
2 is a vertical section at the line acac of Fig.1. 
Fig. 3 is a cross-section at the line y y of Fig. 
1, the shoe-sole being clasped ready for stitch 
ing. Fig. 4 is a bottom-plan view of the last, 
the pieces AA being spread outward and the 
pieces C C of the bottom being drawn inward 
for the reception of the shoe-sole. Fig. 5 is a 
like view, with the exception that the pieces 
AA of the last and the pieces C C of the bot 
tom are in the position they assume when the 
shoe-sole is clasped, the sole, however, being 
removed. 

Like letters in all the figures indicate the 
Same parts, 
AA are two pieces which form a shell that 

constitutes the lower part of the body of the 
last, the upper part being left off. The said 
pieces AA are provided with a circumferential 
clasping-shoulder, C., on the inside at the lower 
edge. B B are horizontal screws, which con 
nect the pieces AA together and by which 
they are spread out, as shown in Fig. 4, to re 
ceive the sole and drawn inward to clasp the 
turned edge g of the shoe-sole Z between the 
circumferential shoulder a and the shoulder a 
of the bottom, which is bisected longitudinally 

into pieces C C that have lugs c e and cc, in 
which the screw-bolts B B have an easy fit, so 
as to admit of the adjustment of the said pieces 
C C. D is a horizontal rod, whose journals at 
d d turn in the sides of the pieces A A. The 
said rod has a permanent nut, E, in the center 
to receive a Wrench. The rod has right-and 
left handscrew-threads, ee, which connect with 
female screws in the lugs ff that project from 
the upper sides of the bottom pieces C C for 
contracting and eXpanding said pieces. 

For receiving the shoe-sole Z, the screws B 
B are slackened and the pieces A A of the 
last are spread out, as seen in Fig. 4, and the 
pieces C C, which form the bottom of the last, 
are drawn inward by turning the screw-rod D; 
then the pieces A A are drawn together, as 
seen in Fig. 5, by means of the screw-bolts B 
B, and the bottom pieces C C are spread out 
ward so as to clasp the edge g of the shoe-sole 
Z, between their circumferential shoulders a 
and a', whereby the sole is held securely for 
stitching it to the upper. The shoulders are 
clearly seen in Fig. 2. 
If desired either the shell AA or the bottom 

pieces C C may be left whole, so as to provide 
for moving only the inner pieces C C or the 
outer pieces A A. 

I claim as my invention 
1. The combination and arrangement of the 

screw-rods B B with the bisected pieces A. A 
for the outward movement of the latter for 
the enlargement of the space between the cir 
cumferential shoulders a, and a for the recep 
tion of the turned edge of the shoe-sole and 
their inward movement for clasping saidledge, 
substantially in the manner and for the pur 
pose above described. 

2. The longitudinal bisection of the bottom 
of the last having a circumferential shoulder, 
a', into two pieces, CC, to admit of the inward 
and outward movements of the same, Sub 
stantially in the manner and for the purpose 
set forth. 

3. The combination of the bisected bottom 
C C and rod D having right-and-left hand. 
screw-threads with the shell A A and rods B 
B, substantially as and for the purpose speci 
fied. 
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